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About This Software

ArtPose Pro is a fun and artistic app for posing the Male and female figure. Create fast and dynamic poses in minutes. Quickly
flesh out an ideal pose to use in your favorite art apps. ArtPose Pro lets you Pose two figures together male or female at the
same time. Change the size shape of the figures and the lighting to get just the look you want. 240 preset starter poses make

getting started a snap. ArtPose is about keeping you in the moment of creation.
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For such a racing archcasual as I am, this game is exactly what I need: simple, fun & easy. Must admit that it is somewhat
underdeveloped (and probably never be improved), but it is still playable and enjoyable. I don't regret time spent on it.. I got a
happy ending for less than $5. Nuff said, amirite?

Seriously though, the developers did improve on the gameplay with the addition of comebacks. And the characters are deeper,
somehow they did manage to make a mashup of Clint Eastwood and Harry Potter work. But it is also harder now to say things
that are terribly inappropriate in an implicit way. Such as "your face smells of your mother", that was a favorite of mine. Not
sure if this was intentional.

So the game has improved but I still miss the level of crudeness possible in the original. Oh well, at least I get to play with a
greasy wizard.. For what it is, a virtuall art gallery installation, it is definitely worth the 1 Buck it costs.

Hope to see more of this kind of experience, in the future.
. Dead game, at least the servers are up.

Sadly though, the game is trash.

Into the trash. The game is polished and has all the features you could want from a visual novel
+ The voice actors are stellar and do plenty of cute sounds.

- There's plenty of immature, pervy humor. For example, this happens within the first hour: A love interest tries to pull down
your pants and hide your johnson with her mouth while a second love interest comments in disgust and a third offers to put it in
another hole, but just the tip. If that's your cup of tea, go right ahead.
- The main character looks like Kirito from Sword Art online and behaves like a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
- Prologue spoiler: There's this pudgy girl and they make the joke that you only really care about her once she suddenly lost
weight. Yeah.. Okies, this game isn't for everyone, it has a simple quirky nature to it which some peeps may find annoying or
way too simple, but if you're a casual gamer who likes something a little different and not too fussed on fancy graphics or thrills,
then this may be for you.

It's quirky, fun, simple, silly, easy and yes somewhat low budget, but it's alright in it's way. :). Terrible title.

My Score - 0/10. I'm not gonna lie, the game is not without its bugs, but I loved playing it so much this morning that I just have
to recommend it. The pure nostalgia just made it so much fun, bugs and all. It took a solid 30 minutes before I figured out how
the hell to play the game again, but once I did, I had a GREAT time - up until the game glitched out toward the middle/end. I've
already reported the bug and given the dev's responses so far, I've got faith they'll "up their game".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7SqPu-Io-Q
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i did not like this very much because it required time management that put a lot of stress on me!. https://youtu.be/xi5787ps-mA

The single button runner foundation is shown in a dim light as a weak camera leads to far too many leaps of faith that are made
worse by the lack of check points.. very short dlc to everlasting summer. its worth the read. it won't take that much of your time.
if you enjoyed everlasting summer then you will like this.. Probably my favorite Pixel Puzzles 2 game, The space theme was
relaxing to play though the minigame rocket was an unnecessary addition.

Pros:
-Plenty of puzzles of each difficulty.
-Relatively low cost.
-Very nice art.
-Achievements and Cards.
-Owning the game appears to give you the puzzles in Pixel Puzzles Ultimate as well.
-Relaxing music.
-Settings save throughout the game shutting down (This doesn't work in all Pixel Puzzle 2 games is why I'm including it here.)
-Rotation lock option.

Cons:
-The astronaut minigame while entertaining for one puzzle quickly becomes nothing but a chore.
-There is an exploit that makes it possible to complete the puzzles without effort, there are even scripts available to do it for you
making the effort legit players put in pointless.
-The floating pieces become annoying.

Summery:
As stated above this was probably my favorite Pixel Puzzles 2 game, if you're looking at it you know exactly what it is and it's
exactly what you expect.. This is a great game! If you played Spore and miss the starting gameplay then you will be in heaven
with this game! Upgrade then guide your creature to success, each level seems to bring a new danger for your little creature.
Intuitive controls make the gameplay suitable for most ages.

Gameplay video

https:\/\/youtu.be\/2OTYDJsH0Oc. Good way to support a good developer ;). *Before starting the game.(To myself) This looks
like a fun game, i get to raise my own little gryphon.
(10Minutes into the game) I want to kill all these Fledglings.
(After getting an egg) This is mine, there is many like it but this is mine!
(After hatching) Omg Omg Omg Omg. SO ADDORABLE, You shall be called Stormspark, my Precious.
(Rougly 15 minutes later) I don't need to highborn bastards, just me and Stormspark together forever.
(Last 2 minutes) I died sacrificing myself to protect Stormspark and my Lover from a Drake.

(End note) I now have more emotional trauma never knowing if Stormspark or my lover got away........... I am sad now :(

9.5\/10 Highly recomended. Cool experience, I suppose its like travelling through the Cosmos and randomly creating universes
and exploding them in a second & then watch the after effects.. This is for you classic puzzleheads out there, before the pvz
there was Zuma deluxe. Not so incredibly enough, still works on W7...
Perfect for the combo ocd nature of man, nuff said.
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